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Light in Shadow: Zoe Luce is a successful interior designer who's developed an unusual specialty -

helping recently divorced clients redesign their homes. When she senses that one of her clients

may be hiding a dark secret, she enlists P.I. Ethan Truax to find the truth. They solve the

mysteryÃ¢â‚¬Â¦and barely escape with their lives. But ZoeÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s own past starts to shadow

her every stepÃ¢â‚¬Â¦ Truth or Dare: Zoe Luce is settling into newlywed life with private investigator

Ethan Truax. Very few people know of her uncanny ability to sense the dark secrets hidden within

the walls of a house, and she wants to keep it that way, even from Ethan. As a private investigator,

Ethan is paid to find the truth, yet he has secrets of his own that are better left buried. Is the truth a

bigger burden than their still-fragile relationship can handle? Falling Awake: Isabel Wright spends

her days at the Belvedere Center for Sleep Research analyzing the dreams of others. One of her

anonymous subjects captures her imagination through his compelling dream narratives. His real

name is Ellis Cutler, he works for a highly classified government agency, and he has just been

ordered by his boss to make contact with Isabel. But when they meet in the flesh, the dream

becomes real enough to touch. And a waking nightmare beginsÃ¢â‚¬Â¦
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This collection starts out with Light In Shadow read by Joyce Bean. It is a story about Zoe Luce, an

interior designer who walks into rooms and can hear murder in the walls and about Ethan Truax, a

P.I. that helps Zoe confront her past and escape that which binds her to her nightmares. As they

solve the mysteries together, they fall for each other in an unusual love story.The next story is Truth

or Dare also read by Joyce Bean. It involves a continuation of Zoe and Ethan's relationship,

mysteries unsolved surrounding Ethan (& his nightmares) and provides relationship conclusions for

most if not all of the characters. ** I recommend listening to this after Light In Shadow because LIS

is a good set up for Truth Or Dare which is a bit scattered and involves more characters & their

relationships.- just my opnion.Falling Awake is the last story in the collection which stands alone and

is read by Laurel Merlington. This is my favorite of the 3. It is a story about Isabel Wright, a level 5

dream research anaylist/dreamer and Eliis Cutler, another level 5 dreamer and the murder

mysteries they must solve in order to stay alive. I like the little twist in this love story in that, Isabel

first met Ellis in all his dreams that she analyzed. Not knowing each other physically,Ellis

desperately wanted to meet Isabel,his "tango dancer" and Isabel wondered and longed for her

"dream man."

All of Jayne Ann's are great...this is no exception.

Good story lies-good characters. Holds your interest to the end. Krentz is one of the best at this type

of fiction. I would have preferred unabridged but I will take what I can get.
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